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ASSOCIATION UPDATE

TABMA members can
study online on
demand with minimal
business downtime.

ASSOCIATION NEWS
TABMA
June Dunleavy

PHOTO: GAUDILAB/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

ONLINE LEARNING BECOMES
THE NEW NORMAL
Just over five months ago TABMA members
and TABMA the Association were confronted
with tight restrictions on how businesses
could operate, with the majority of
employees ‘locked down’ in their own homes
having to learn how to work from home.
Training activities for TABMA Training
ground almost to a complete halt. Our
trainers had to quickly adapt to training via
Zoom or, in some cases, small groups of
four where organisations allowed training to
continue. Many of our large corporate clients
such as Parkside and HQPlantations ceased
all external visits to their premises.
Our training revenues were collapsing,
and some awful decisions were having to be
made. Would we be able to continue? Would
we have to let staff go?
Fortunately, back in early February the
TABMA Board led by our Chairman Peter
Hutchinson and CEO David Little had the
www.timbertradernews.com

foresight to approve a business case for
TABMA Training to pursue an online
learning strategy.
The original intention was to roll out the
strategy one unit per month. After all, we
would be busy with training and would not
be able to devote much time to developing
this new program.
However, Covid-19 has presented
TABMA Training with a unique
opportunity that we never saw coming!
Once the contracts were signed and the
various software components and eLearning
platform were purchased, the newly formed
eLearning TABMA Training team set about
ramping up their knowledge in March/April
about what makes a good interactive
eLearning experience.
Guided by our eLearning specialist Kerri
Buttery, not only have our eyes been opened
to the possibilities of what eLearning can
achieve, the future for TABMA Training is
now looking much brighter.
Our first milestone was achieved in April –
we now have an interactive eLearning
module on Workplace Health and Safety

(WHS) that is currently ready for TABMA
members to view and provide feedback.
This module will form one of a series of
five modules on WHS for workers and then
a further set of five WHS modules will be
developed for supervisors/managers.
TABMA members will of course be
offered special access and discounted rates
to the WHS modules.
What is next you ask?
Well, we have seen endless possibilities
in being able to develop new ‘products’
and programs on our state-of-the-art
eLearning platform, which will allow TABMA
members to learn anywhere at any time in
any location.
Our eLearning team is scoping out
potential new programs as we speak which
will include fully customised induction
programs to suit TABMA members,
Certificate IV and Diploma programs in
leadership and management, and short
course specialist programs, to name just a
few. This will also mean TABMA members
can study online on demand and with
minimal business downtime.
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / OCTOBER 2020
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The High Court decision has clarified the
meaning of ‘10 days’… Employers who
continued to calculate personal/carer’s leave
accruals as 1/26th of an employee’s ordinary
hours will not need to make any adjustments.
As we become more ‘expert’ in our
eLearning capabilities we will keep you
informed as to new programs that are
developed when they become available.
So, while the Covid-19 pandemic has
been very confronting, the situation has
changed our business model in a positive
way we did not see coming.
Online learning is here to stay and will be
the new ‘norm’. Just ask us what we can do
for you!
Stay safe – and if you have the chance,
don’t forget to let us know about what you
think of our first eLearning module.
Contact June Dunleavy, General Manager
TABMA Training, via june.d@
tabmatraining.edu.au.

TTIA
Brian Beecroft
COURT PRESERVES INDUSTRY
PRACTICE REGARDING PERSONAL
LEAVE ACCRUALS
In a decision strongly welcomed by TTIA,
and handed down on 13 August, the High
Court of Australia allowed the appeal by
Mondelez and the Minister of Industrial
Relations against the 2019 Full Court of the

Suppliers of
Ecowood®
Decking Products

Federal Court of Australia (Full Federal Court)
decision on the meaning of ‘day’ in the
entitlement to ‘10 days’ of personal/carer’s
leave per year of service in the National
Employment Standards.

BACKGROUND
Employers who are Members of TTIA will be
aware, from TTIA Circular 5/2019, that the
Full Federal Court handed down a significant
decision (21 August 2019) concerning how
personal/carer’s leave is accrued and paid.
The relevant section of the Fair Work Act,
under consideration by the court, provides
that “for each year of service with his or her
employer, an employee is entitled to 10 days
of paid personal carer’s leave”. This provision
had become a controversial issue at a
Mondelez worksite where employees were
typically engaged for 36 hours each week
and worked those hours on three days of 12
hours each.
The Full Federal Court’s majority decision
significantly concluded that:
• the meaning of ‘day’ for the purpose of
this section meant the portion of a 24
hour period that would otherwise be
allotted to work (a “working day”);
• An employee taking a day of personal/
carer’s leave was then entitled to be paid

Preserved Wood Decking
with stability and performance!
Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Preserved in final shape and form.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
 Can be painted, stained or oiled.





H3
Ecowood is registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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Contact Us for sales or go online for a
copy of our new DIY Deck Guide

 www.outdoortimber.com.au
 sales@outdoortimber.com.au
 03 8706 1250
© Outdoor Timber 2019

for the ordinary hours they would have
worked on that ‘day’;
• Personal/carer’s leave there accrued and
could be taken in days or part days; and
• The entitlement to 10 days per year is not
subject to pro-rata based upon the
employee’s ordinary hours of work (i.e.
part time employees receive 10 days per
year, the same as a full-time employee).
The Full Federal Court’s decision was
unexpected to many, including the Federal
Government, who supported the appeal of
this decision to the High Court.

THE HIGH COURT DECISION
The High Court’s majority judgement
observed that the interpretation in the Full
Federal Court’s majority decision would
entitle every employee, regardless of their
pattern of work or distribution of hours to be
absent without loss of pay on 10 working
days per year. This was referred to in the
Federal Court’s decision as the ‘working day’
construction.
In overturning the Full Federal Court’s
decision, the High Court majority judgement
observed that the ‘working day’ construction
would:
• give rise to absurd results and inequitable
outcomes;
• would be contrary to the legislative
purposes of fairness and flexibility in the
Fair Work Act; and
• would be contrary to the extrinsic
materials (such as the explanatory
memorandum) and the legislative history.

CLARITY ON THE MEANING OF ‘10
DAYS’ PROVIDED
The High Court decision includes a
declaration on the meaning of the
expression of ‘10 days’ in s96(1) of the Fair
Work Act, as follows:
“The expression ‘10 days’ in s91(1) of the
Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) means an amount
of paid personal/carer’s leave accruing for
every year of service equivalent to an
employee’s ordinary hours of work in a
week over a two-week (fortnightly) period,
or 1/26 of the employee’s ordinary hours of
work in a year. A ‘day’ for the purpose of
s96(1) refers to a ‘notional day’ consisting of
one-tenth of the equivalent of an employee’s
ordinary hours of work in a two-week
(fortnightly) period.”

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR
EMPLOYERS?
The High Court decision has clarified the
meaning of ‘10 days’ for the purpose of the
amount of personal/carer’s leave accrued in
each year of service. Employers who
continued to calculate personal/carer’s leave
accruals as 1/26th of an employee’s ordinary
www.timbertradernews.com
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hours of work will not need to make any
adjustments.
TTIA is one of the largest and most
influential advisory organisations in the
timber products industry in Australia and
our staff and resources are committed to
assisting timber and timber products
businesses and protecting their interests.
We provide assistance with checking
wage rates, workplace relations advice,
documents and templates, as well as TTIA
legal service and workplace health and
safety assistance.
Contact the TTIA Hotline on (02) 9264
0011 should you require further
information on membership or the
above article.

MGA TMA
Ann Sanfey

PHOTO: SMOLAW/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

INCREASING AND MAINTAINING
MEMBER SUPPORT
MGA TMA has been relentless in not just
maintaining imperative ‘back of house’ for
the TMA network during the last six months
but has also strategically structured and
improved various programs and the strength
of the TMA Industrial Relations support.
Improved and expanded support examples
include:
• Workplace policies and templates
• Mental Health webinars and policy
• Training - expansion of timber and
hardware programs online and face to
face
• Safety Management webinar and auditing
service
• In-house lawyer support tackling and
resolving many, many member issues
and questions

forthcoming Senate Inquiry in regard to
Timber Supply Chain Constraints.
Jos de Bruin, CEO MGA TMA, is a strong,
active and prominent industry advocator,
increasingly so during Covid, and has been
very heavily involved on behalf of members
around Australia in various local, state and
federal Government Business Recovery
groups and stimulus package initiatives that
have since come to fruition.
The last few months have seen a
significant increase in membership and
membership engagement. They’ve
highlighted the benefits available to TMA
members and the worth of MGA TMA
industry activity – further endorsing the
value of an all-inclusive industry association
in supporting independent small businesses.
In summary, it’s clear that membership is
never more critical than in today’s difficult
and demanding environment.
Want to know more about MGA TMA
Timber Merchants Australia? Contact Ann
Sanfey – ann.sanfey@mga.asn.au or 0411
886 716 or visit www.mgatma.com.au

IR MGA TMA team in 2018 and is a solicitor
of the Supreme Court of Victoria.
David assists MGA TMA Members by
providing back- and front-end support with
all workplace-related matters, including
representing Members in employment law
claims, supporting Members to settle
internal disputes and workplace grievances,
drafting workplace documents and the like.

MEMBERS, TIMBER SUPPLY AND
COVID
The TMA Covid-dedicated webpage is
consistently updated with necessary
industry and workplace information.
Workplaces have changed day by day and
the TMA IR team have ensured members
are compliant in an everchanging business
landscape.
While we are all dealing with the ongoing
restrictions and implications to trading and
future building projects, as an industry body
we are also focused on the paramount need
for continuous timber supply and have
recently submitted our concerns to the

We have four in-house lawyers, including a
dedicated timber & hardware team
member, David Mostokly – Legal and HR
Services Lawyer. David joined the Legal and

Serving independent timber and

Legal and HR

Advocacy

hardware businesses by providing
valuable back of house services...

National Support Centre
Ann Sanfey M: 0411 886 716

1800 888 479 www.mgatma.com.au

www.timbertradernews.com

Timber Advisory
Service

Training

Member
Benefits
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Back in Caboolture
AKD’s Caboolture Sawmill has resumed operations.
ack in June the AKD team watched in
horror as fire ripped through parts of its
Caboolture Sawmill. After everything else
this year has brought, it was very much
lemon juice on a scraped knee.
In good news, no one was injured and the
damage to the facility was less than the size
of the fire had suggested, and so the mill
has already re-opened, with operations
recommencing on 14 September.
AKD has turned a negative into a positive,
taking advantage of the need for structural
repairs to rebuild the sawmill’s fuel handling
system, which will make for a safer and
more sustainable business in the long term.
The company is also investing in additional

processing capacity and staff, with the aim
of at least doubling the mill’s log intake.
“AKD is incredibly proud of the team that
has worked hard together to get us to this
point, and who will now lead us through this
period of growth”, says Shane Vicary, CEO.
The rise in intake, managed in
collaboration with AKD’s log supplier HQ
Plantations, will be supported by the
purchase and installation of a new
Continuous Drying Kiln to lift drying capacity.
A similar kiln is already in place at AKD’s
Colac mill, where it produces a stable and
consistent product for the market.
“AKD would like to thank our loyal
Queensland customers for their ongoing

The company is also investing in additional
processing capacity and staff, with the aim of
at least doubling the mill’s log intake.

Some of the AKD Caboolture staff (clockwise
from main pic, left): Don, David, Chris. Kayla,
Parker, Darcy, Samantha and Ray.

support during the fire-related closure, and
we are very proud that we were able to
maintain consistent supply from our
southern mills,” says Vicary.
The coming lift in supply availability ties in
with an increase in production from AKD’s
southern sawmills, designed to guarantee
supply security to customers and to meet
responsible market growth in coming years.
It’s also part of the company’s Buy Local
push, which operates within the wider
industry’s Buy Aussie Timber First campaign.
The Caboolture team is now back in action
after a difficult few months and the workers
there have won praise from Vicary for their
resilience in the face of uncertainty. The
projected growth of the site is keenly
anticipated as part of a movement towards
ensuring increased local supply of structural
softwood timbers.

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.
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Happy 25th!
Hubtex Australia celebrates
with new faces at the helm.

B

eginning as Parry Forklifts in 1995,
Hubtex Australia has been selling
sideloaders, narrow aisle articulated forklifts,
automated storage and picking systems plus
energy solutions for a quarter of a century.
Now, as the company celebrates this
milestone, a suite of changes are taking
place to set it on track for the future.
Bill Parry, who has led the company since
its inception, has handed over the reins to his
long-term partner Bruce Peatman, who
became CEO at the end of August. Joining
him as joint CEO is Lars Beuel, who has
worked closely with Hubtex Australia from the
company’s main factory in Fulda, Germany, for
15 years. Both men come from backgrounds
in sales and after-sales, which have been key
factors in the success of Hubtex Australia.
“I am very grateful to our loyal customers
and the dedicated support of my team for
the past 25 years,” said Parry, “and I am
now placing my life’s work in the best and
most experienced hands – my long-time
colleague Bruce Peatman, and Lars Beuel,
whom I have also known well for 15 years.
“We have gained an enviable reputation as
Australia’s leading long load and narrow aisle

Above: The Hubtex Australia management team, from left, Bruce Peatman, Bill Parry and Lars Beuel.

specialists and I am confident my successors
will ensure that Hubtex Australia continues
to build long-standing customer relationships
through the highest levels of service. I will
remain active in the business in sales,
marketing and business development.”
Parry began the successful firm as a
Hubtex distributor, looking to fill the gap in
the Australian market for the handling of
long loads. Since 2000, the company has
been a distributor partner operating under its
current name. The company has expanded
nationwide and broadened the product

range to feature other brands including
Bendi/Landoll narrow-aisle forklifts, Bulmor
sideloaders, Hoppecke batteries and
Systraplan storage and picking systems.
In addition to its headquarters in
Riverstone, near Sydney, the company now
has its own service centres in Brisbane,
Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth, employing a
total of 50 staff. The ownership of the
business now transfers to Hubtex, which
will maintain the low service response times
fast operations and expert advice for
individual applications that it’s known for.

Introducing...

W

e’re very pleased to welcome Peter Maguire to the TimberTrader News team as our new columnist
on all matters human resources management. The owner and practice leader of Ridgeline HR,
which he founded in 2000, Maguire has over 40 years experience in the sector and also works as a highperformance leadership coach. Based in Croydon in Melbourne’s outer east, Maguire has strong
connections to his local community having leadership roles with a local charity, a community service
organisation and local business groups. You’ll find his first column on page 28, and if you have any issues
you’d liked to see covered in future editions, you’re welcome to email enquiries@ridgelinehr.com.au.

FIRST SUPER IS THE
INDUSTRY SUPER FUND
FOR TIMBER WORKERS
PUTTING MEMBERS FIRST

1300 360 988
www.firstsuper.com.au

First Super Pty Limited (ABN 42 053 498 472, AFSL 223988) as trustee of First Super (ABN 56 286 625 181). This information contains general advice which has been prepared
without taking into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider whether the advice is appropriate to your personal circumstances and consult the
Product Disclosure Statement www.firstsuper.com.au/pds before making any investment decision.

www.timbertradernews.com
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Living longer

M

Above: While hardware stores, timber yards and many fabricators have done a great job with
communicating their Covid-safe plans, not every workplace is as well organised.

Covid insecurity
Management failure to share safety plans is upsetting staff.

H

ospitality has unsurprisingly been the
major industry attracting fines for noncompliance with Covid safety and legislation
during the pandemic, but recent research
carried out by a national cleaning company
suggests that 43% of respondents working
in the building sector had not been given
a Covid-safe plan by their employer.
Cleancorp, a company specialising in
Covid cleaning services, commissioned the
study of 1001 Australians nation-wide. While
a small sample, some trends were large
enough to be significant. More than half the
people employed in businesses with fewer
than 15 people had received no training on
any risk-management plan their company’s
management might have in place, while
33% of those working in businesses with
15-50 staff were similarly lacking.
The building industry was one of the less
organised, slightly worse than the media
and entertainment industry (40%), while the
number was better, but still surprisingly
large at 20%, in healthcare.
The result is that many of those
surveyed felt nervous about safety in the
workplace, with shared zones including
desks, kitchens, bathrooms and service
counters being seen as points of possible
infection by nearly half the workforce and the
same percentage supporting people staying
home with even mild symptoms. Admittedly,
the questions do seem designed to suggest
that a professional cleaning service is the

10 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / OCTOBER 2020

You can find a general
list of the national
rules at the Covid-19
Restriction Checker.
answer, but they point towards a very valid
set of concerns. And while some businesses
let things slide, others are just confused by
the situation or how to best communicate.
You don’t need to reinvent the wheel.
Many resources already exist and are
available for you at Safe Work Australia
(www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/covid-19information-workplaces) and the various
state and territory agencies (www.australia.
gov.au/#state-and-territory-governmentinformation), including templates for CovidSafe plans, many specialised for workplaces.
You can find a general breakdown of the
national rules at the Covid-19 Restriction
Checker (www.healthdirect.gov.au/
covid19-restriction-checker).
In addition, industry associations have a
range of materials available to help and are
keeping abreast of law and recommendation
changes to update their members. Choose
the plan you’ll follow, then make sure your
staff have all the facts available so they feel
confident they’re safe.
www.timbertradernews.com
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esothelioma has slipped from the
headlines, but this cruel disease is
still claiming lives. The death rate has
risen in recent years, from 1.9 deaths
per 100,000 people in 2012, to 2.9 per
100,000 in 2019. This largely reflects
changes in historical exposure to
asbestos – the disease takes many
years to develop and cause symptoms.
However, the latest data from the
Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare (AIHW) suggests survival rates
for this rare, aggressive form of cancer
are improving.
“Mesothelioma is predominantly
caused by exposure to asbestos.
Despite all forms of asbestos being
banned in Australia from 2004, hundreds
of Australians continue to be diagnosed
with mesothelioma every year,” said
Justin Harvey, AIHW spokesperson.
“Due to its aggressive nature, most
cases of mesothelioma have a poor
prognosis. However, the length of time
people usually live after a mesothelioma
diagnosis is gradually increasing, which
may be due to earlier detection or
improved treatment options.”
Between 1987 and 1991, 37% of
people lived at least one year after their
diagnosis, 10% lived at least 3 years
after diagnosis, and 6% lived at least 5
years after diagnosis. After accounting
for changes in the population’s age
structure over time, these rates had
increased to 55%, 17% and 10%
respectively between 2012 and 2016.
Mesothelioma is significantly more
common in men than women, due to
employment history, and most men
were affected at work, with traderelated jobs among those at highest
risk. Women were most at risk from
non-occupational exposure, including
washing family member’s workwear.
The Australian Mesothelioma Registry
(www.mesothelioma-australia.com/
home/) is funded by Safe Work Australia.
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In brief

K

angaroo Island Plantation Timbers
completed its first replanting in over a
decade in August says Adelaide
independent news service In Daily. The
24-hectare planting of 25,000 pine and blue
gum seedlings was planned ahead of the
devastating bushfires that ravaged the
island last summer. KIPT saw 95% of its
crop damaged in the fires and has so far
received insurance payouts around $55
million with more under negotiation. Some
of the fire-affected timber may be able to
be salvaged, but will need a port facility for
the export and that is still under negotiation
with the South Australian government, with
local aquaculture businesses among the
groups opposed to the planned
development. For the full story, visit
www.indaily.com.au/news/
business/2020/08/27/more-treesplanted-on-ki-as-timber-companyawaits-port-decision/

H

yne Timber has called for NSW state
and federal government support to
divert saw logs from export to China
towards its operations at Tumbarumba in

order to support Australian jobs and regional
economies. CEO Jon Kleinschmidt said
employees and the community are
increasingly voicing their concern regarding
the future of the Mill following the
devastating bushfires which decimated 40%
of Hyne’s local log supply.
Kleinschmidt said, “We continue to
communicate transparently with our
employees and Tumbarumba community
stakeholders who we remain committed to
supporting for bushfire recovery, but we
can’t achieve this without government
support. The fact is, as long we allow saw
logs to be exported to China, there will be
jobs lost in Tumbarumba, manufacturing
resilience will be significantly impacted,
and we simply cannot allow this to happen.
“If we can secure just under $10 million
from the Berejiklian Government and a
further $18.9 from the Morrison
Government over three years on top of our
own investment of over $42 million, we can
freight these logs to Tumbarumba, retain
hundreds of jobs and convert this
investment into an estimated $173 million
for the Australian economy.”

The same story has come out of South
Australia where Roundwood Solutions’
Stephen Telford spoke with the ABC about
his concerns regarding softwood exports to
China, despite long-term shortages facing
some local businesses
Telford is quoted in the story as saying:
“There are a million-plus tonnes of resource
going offshore every year — that’s a
massive amount of timber…
“Our forefathers planted the trees — they
were planted with a plan to create jobs into
the future. It wasn’t about growing wood for
Asia. There is no reason for sawlogs to be
leaving this country anymore. There are
plenty of people in this country who would
be more than happy to bid for those logs.”
The debate around supply is an ongoing
one across the Eastern states, complicated
by loss of resource after the 2019/20 fire
season, pre-existing export contracts and
the need to maintain forestry and
sawmilling jobs during periods of low
domestic activity. For more, visit www.abc.
net.au/news/2020-09-02/softwoodresource-exported-to-china-amid-logsupply-insecurity/12617994

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!
DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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In Memoriam
Keith Wilkinson of North Shore Timbers is remembered as a man of positivity and possibility.

A

Adventures included
turning the family
home into a freerange chicken farm.

Keith deflected
personal praise and
instead highlighted
his staff

Above: Keith Wilkinson, and with wife Heather.

systems have been replicated in other
businesses – he was always generous at
sharing his encyclopaedic knowledge for the
betterment of the industry as a whole.
Similarly, when he wanted to increase the
amount of stock in the stores, he designed
an entirely new racking system with the
practical help of an engineer and steel
fabricator, neither of whom had seen
anything similar before. To this day, NST still
uses exactly the same design, and the idea
of racking is now standard throughout the
timber industry.
That level of attention to detail was carried
through to other parts of Keith’s life as well.
A lifelong car enthusiast, he once restored
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an aged Jaguar, including 37 coats of French
lacquer on the dashboard. It was, as Peter
recalled fondly, a level
of detail that often
drove his friends and
family nuts, but which
delivered good
outcomes that made
the time invested
worthwhile.
In 1990, Keith
learned about LVL –
then an unknown
product in NSW – and
immediately put in
a half-million dollar
order. His brother
Richard remembers
the horror with which
both the builder and
local council reacted
when Keith cheerily
announced he planned to use it in the new
store they were building, but not only was
the construction a great success, the new
material was too. LVL became a gamechanging stock item for NST and saw the
company enter a significant growth phase.
Several friends and colleagues of Keith
contacted TTN on his passing and all spoke
of the quality of his friendship. This was part
of his work life, too, with Keith deflecting
personal praise and highlighting the
contributions of his staff, who he viewed
with respect and admiration. He is missed by
people far beyond his immediate circle.
When he turned 70, his friends tried to
convince him to retire, but he wanted to
complete his dream of taking the entire NTS
operation off grid. By the end of this year, all
six branches will be running off the solar
panels and batteries that Keith invested in,
and, as Richard proudly noted, over 100,000
tonnes of timber per annum will be moved
by sunshine alone.
Keith is survived by his wife Heather,
daughter Jackie and grandchildren Callum,
Charlotte and Rose. NST remains in good
hands with his nephew, Geoff.
www.timbertradernews.com
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s a young man, Keith Wilkinson went on
a diving holiday with friends off the
coast of Mozambique. At home in the water,
he was nevertheless caught in a strong rip
and washed out to sea as his friends
watched helplessly. They searched at length
for signs of him and, finding none,
eventually gave him up for lost and went to
raise a glass at the nearest pub. Keith, who
had spent hours keeping his head above
water (thinking of what their mother would
say if he drowned, according to brother
Peter’s eulogy) was finally washed back into
shore and his arrival at the same pub turned
the requiem into a celebration.
That same perseverance and gumption
characterised much of Keith’s life.
Hospitalised at three with osteomyelitis in
one foot, he suffered lifelong pain from
the injury, but lived a full and active
life, including great success on the
cricket pitch, where he was an
elegant opening batsman and bowler
and an outstanding first slip. He saw
school as an interruption of his sport,
but loved woodwork.
Keith was a born businessman –
when he was only eight he went to
the local Coke factory to buy soft
drinks, which he sold on at a profit to
his friends in order to save for a cricket
bat. Later adventures included turning
the family home into something of a
free-range chicken farm for a youthful
egg and chicken venture. His working life
embraced his main interests and Keith
ran two highly successful hardware and
timber businesses, one in his native South
Africa and North Shore Timber & Hardware
(NST) in Sydney, which he bought in 1999
after years acting as its general manager,
overseeing its expansion to six stores across
the Sydney basin.
Keith designed and built the store
processes and computer system at NST,
having begun working with computers at
a time when few people owned PCs. His
systems were so well designed that NST still
operates with a lean but highly effective
administration team and both processes and
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UPCOMING EVENTS
OCTOBER
FREE WOODSOLUTIONS
WEBINARS
The series continues online, with previous
webinars also archived for viewing.
For details, visit www.woodsolutions.
com.au/events

2021

Billed as the largest gathering of mass
timber experts in the world, the event
features over 70 speakers, 90 exhibitors
and 1000 experts. Antony Wood, CEO of
the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban
Habitat will be among the speakers
bringing their extensive real-world
experience to the podium. Four tracks will
run simultaneously: Reimagining Our
Cities; Project Delivery With Mass Timber:
New Product, New Process; Building
Performance: Design & Implementation
and Overcoming Barriers & Growing The

Monday and Tuesday 21–22 June, 2021 at
the Crown Promenade Melbourne.
Experts in the field will talk about
advances in building design and
construction through the lens of existing
projects.
Session details registration will be
available in February 2021 from www.
timberoffsiteconstruction.com

Market, plus networking events. Held 30
March to 1 April, 2021 at the Oregon
Convention Center, Portland, Oregon, US.
For more details and to register, visit
www.masstimberconference.com

FRAME 2021
The renowned Timber Offsite Construction
conference and exhibition will be held

Egger OS’Brace®
The Trusted Bracing Panel.
www.egger.com/osbrace
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EGGER OS’Brace® with bracing solution from 2.2 kN/m (short wall) up to 6.0 kN/m.
Designed and manufactured for the Australian building industry in Europe. The 6 mm bracing
panel is an engineered wood product, certified to meet the requirements of AS1684. Made from
sustainable managed forests, the bracing panel offers excellent dimensional stability, plus long
term performance. Available as Untreated or H2 Treated from your Timber or Trade Merchant.

AD_bui_OSBrace_190x130mm_AU_en_2020_06_JOB18808.indd 1
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The wood-based materials multinational says its annual report
leaves it optimistic in a complicated year.

R

ecording a new record production
capacity (8.9 million m3) in the same year
you commission your 19th production plant
internationally (this one in Biskupiec, Poland,
see above) would leave most companies
feeling on top of the world. And Egger Group
is proud of their recent achievements, but
they’re not resting on them.
Over the 2019/20 financial year, group
earnings dipped slightly (due to downturns in
some markets through the pandemic) while
the EBITDA margin of 15% stayed steady.
Some 10,100 employees are behind this

success, a number soon to grow with the
completion of the group’s first North
American plant in Lexington, North Carolina,
(below) expected by the end of this year.
While Covid has seen Western European
sales decline over the entirety of the past
financial year, sales in Central Europe went
up slightly and some parts of the Eastern
Europe, American and overseas markets
increased significantly. This tallies with an
increase in the use of Egger’s EWP products
in countries like Australia, where mid-rise
timber projects and similar constructions

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-news at
www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe/newsletters
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Investment is a record
531.4 million euros,
reflecting Egger
Group’s confidence.
that make good use of OSB bracing and
similar EWP products are on the up.
As has become traditional, Egger also
published its Sustainability Report (www.
egger.com/shop/en_AU/about-us/
environment), outlining the group’s
achievements and goals with regard to
economic, ecological and social
sustainability in a clear, easy-to-access PDF
for full transparency. Highlights include
being the first wood-based material
manufacturer in the EU to meet the high
requirements of the new ISO 38200
standard, which focuses on material origins
and supply chains and the company
committing itself to the 10 principles of the
United Nations’ Global Compact.
Investment has increased to a record
531.4 million euros, which reflects the
company’s confidence that it will come
through the pandemic in good shape. “Our
strategy of backward integration and
sustainable investments, our focus on
regionality, our partnership-based supplier
and customer relationships and the great
loyalty of our staff are proving their worth
even in times of crisis,” says Thomas
Leissing, Egger Group head of finance.
Read the full report at www.egger.com/
credit-relations
www.timbertradernews.com
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Egger Group’s growth

Timber Handling
Solutions
WE CREATE
THE UNIQUE!

There is no one-size-fits-all-solution
for handling timber!
As Australia’s leading long load and narrow aisle
specialist, we develop purpose-built solutions for
the handling of long, bulky and difficult loads in
the timber industry.
From handling and picking timber materials
indoors in narrow aisles to free range operation
on uneven surfaces outside, we have the right
equipment which can be tailored for every
application.

Call us today on 1300 365 621
or email info@hubtex.com.au
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NEW trucks in stock and available under the scheme
$150,000 limit is available for each individual machine
NO LIMIT to the number of machines that can be acquired
Save on repairs and downtime – Upgrade to NEW
Maximise warehouse efficiency, safety and increase
storage capacity

Tel: 1300 365 621

Email: info@hubtex.com.au

Web: www.hubtex.com.au
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Playing super catch-up
T

he coronavirus pandemic hasn’t left
much untouched – including the super
balances of millions of Australians. For those
who withdrew super under the
Government’s early release scheme who
may be feeling the pinch when it comes to
future retirement savings, they’re not alone.
“There are a number of reasons super
balances may have gone down or simply
not grown as much over the last few
months,” says First Super CEO Bill Watson.
“Along with members accessing super
early, unstable markets have led to lower
or negative returns and, unfortunately,
many Australians have had their hours
reduced or their work stopped altogether,
which of course reduces the super
guarantee (SG) amount you’d normally
receive from your employer.”
While all this paints a somewhat bleak
picture, Watson insists there is plenty of

reason to think – and plan – positively for
the future. “Super is a long-term investment,
and it’s never been more important to keep
that front of mind.”
He explains, “Even if you’re not back on
your feet for a while, most members will
have years to top-up accounts that have
missed out on SG contributions or had super
withdrawn early.”

SUPER IS DESIGNED TO BE
FLEXIBLE
Nobody could have predicted the events of
2020 without a crystal ball. And
superannuation experts are already
predicting the need for members to add
extra to their super.
“Outside of a pandemic, there are still
reasons why your super balance may
temporarily stop growing. For example,
taking a career break, or being on parental
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leave when it’s not compulsory for
employers to pay super. The system allows
you to make up for lost time in those
situations,” adds Watson.
Super members have a range of
contribution options at their disposal. And
recent changes have given older Australians
more opportunity to boost their super, with
modifications to the work test allowing
members to make extra contributions for
longer. And for those aged over 67 and
selling their home, there’s even an option to
tip some of those proceeds into super as a
‘downsizer’ contribution (up to $300,000 for
individuals and $600,000 for couples).

WAYS TO CONTRIBUTE EXTRA TO
SUPER
Getting down to the detail, there are two
main ways to contribute extra to super –
concessional (before-tax) contributions and
www.timbertradernews.com
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For those who’ve had to dip into their super contributions, now’s the time to plan to rebuild,
says industry super fund First Super.
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non-concessional (after-tax) contributions –
with various tax benefits kicking in
depending on age and income. The following
is a brief overview.
1. Concessional (before-tax)
contributions
Concessional contributions include employer
SG and any other before-tax contributions,
such as salary sacrifice (where employers
contribute extra super from an employee’s
salary), plus any after-tax contributions
claimed as a tax deduction. Members pay
15% tax on these types of contributions,
which are generally tax effective on
incomes of over $37,000 per year, since
anything below that usually won’t attract
a tax benefit.
Total concessional contributions can’t
go beyond the $25,000 cap, but the
introduction of the ‘carry-forward’ rule
means any unused cap from the financial
year ending 2018 onwards can be rolled into
the next 5 financial years. (To be eligible, a
member’s total superannuation balance
must be below $500,000 as at 30 June each
financial year.)
As an example, a member with a super
balance under $500,000, and total beforetax contributions of $20,000 in the 2019/20
financial year (out of the maximum $25,000),
could contribute $30,000 in total
concessional contributions during 2020/21
($25,000 + $5,000 carried forward).
2. Non-concessional (after-tax)
contributions
Here there is a choice of:
• Voluntary contributions from aftertax income or savings. Income tax has
already been paid, so there’s no 15%
contribution tax – the only way to attract
extra tax on this contribution is by going
over the cap (more below).
• Government Co-contributions, a
scheme designed to give lower income
earners a helping hand to build their
super. By making an after-tax contribution
of any size, members will trigger the
government to throw in a little extra too
(up to $500, depending on contribution
amount and eligibility).
• Spouse contributions and
contribution splitting. Couples can
top up each other’s super to make up for
any shortfall, such as for time off raising
children or being out of work. The
contributing spouse can claim a tax offset
for spouse contributions (up to $540,
depending on eligibility), and couples may
use moving super between accounts
under contribution splitting for tax
reasons.
The contribution limit (or cap) for nonconcessional contributions is a generous
$100,000 per financial year, or $300,000 in a
www.timbertradernews.com

super, you may not even use that money
until you’re 80 if you’re living off what you’ve
already saved and the Age Pension. So, in
that instance, you’re giving that $5000 a
20-year opportunity to grow.”

“When things turn
around, we’d
encourage members
to take steps to
rebuild their super.”

HELP IS AVAILABLE

rolling 3-year period under the ‘bringforward’ rule. Contributions can be drip-fed
or paid into super as a lump sum.

EVERY LITTLE BIT HELPS
For those who have taken super early, or
had their income affected by the pandemic,
contributing extra any time soon may seem
like wishful thinking. Watson says super
funds understand this reality, and at First
Super they’re here to help when members
are ready.
“It’s a challenging time right now, and if
our members have taken money out of
super and it’s helped them stay afloat, we
can only be glad about that. But when
things do turn around in the future, we’d
encourage members to take steps to rebuild
their super.”
While the contribution options can seem
overwhelming, and many members express
a feeling of “I can’t afford much, so what’s
the point?”, Watson stresses the significant
difference even small contributions can make.
“Think of it this way. If you’re 50 and it
takes you 10 years to add $5000 extra to

Watson encourages members to make the
most of the resources their funds have to
offer. Many super funds offer access to
general financial advice, as well as personal
financial planning at an additional cost.
Watson says, “As an industry super fund
our focus is squarely on our members, and
we’ll do everything we can to empower
members to rebuild their super so they can
enjoy a dignified retirement.”
If you are a First Super member and you
want to discuss your super, you can contact
its Member Services Team on 1300 360
988, or book a callback with a financial
advisor for personal advice around
contribution strategies at www.firstsuper.
com.au/advice/.
Disclaimer
This article was provided by First Super Pty
Ltd (ABN 42 053 498 472, AFSL 223988), as
Trustee of First Super (ABN 56 286 625
181). The content may contain general
advice which has been prepared
without taking into account your objectives,
financial situation or needs. You should
consult your own fund, or, if you are a First
Super member, the Product Disclosure
Statement (PDS) www.firstsuper.com.au/
pds before making any investment decision.
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Walk on warm
Decking products have multiple demands on them from
commercial and domestic clients, but the beauty of timber
and timber-like product is a uniting factor.
omestic and commercial building trends
are only occasionally in lockstep, but the
move to the ‘outdoor room’ in recent years
has been widespread, with decking an
essential component. Whether it’s a case of
extending a venue into the open air, adding
entertaining space to the home, providing
protection from nature or simply creating
a safe surround for a pool, it’s a place where
investment in product knowledge can go
a long way for both suppliers and builders.
Which isn’t to say that domestic and
commercial clients will have the same
needs. Indeed, they’re often competing.
Commercial clients looking to install a large
area of decking are very likely to consider
the cost of ongoing maintenance as a key
part of their decision making and so may
tend towards prestige products that can
stand up to hard wear with low or no
re-coating needs. Domestic clients will never
have the same level of traffic through their
homes as through a school or hotel, and may
be more concerned about initial cost or the
difficulty of laying the deck effectively.
Other concerns range from the poetic –
choosing recycled or natural timbers that tell

a story of place as well as look great – to
the prosaic – how hard is it to remove
grease stains or replace a damaged section?
Increasingly, concerns revolve around the
whole-of-life cycle of the product, including
the origin of the timber, frequency of
re-coating requirements and durability, with
decades, not years, a standard expectation.
Whoever your client is, being armed with
a comprehensive understanding of more
than one of the leading decking options will
both help you to make the sale and establish
you as a product expert, which makes all the
difference when it comes to word-of-mouth
referrals for the next client.
Here we look at several key decking types
from leading brands and how they’ve been
used in applications big and small.

Clockwise from this image: Spotted Gum at
the Sealy Lookout; Themo-Ash in Bulgaria;
Thermo-Ash at a school in Copenhagen.

STABLE AND DURABLE
Thermally modified timbers have a strong
reputation for durability. Processes such as
the one used by Estonian-based Thermory
slowly heat timbers to change their chemical
composition, rendering them resistant to
insects and rot, with enhanced dimensional
stability and lifespan, and a richer, natural
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colour that permeates through the entire
thickness of the board.
The resulting product is particularly wellsuited to decking and is increasingly popular
with commercial clients. Among Thermory’s
larger decking projects have been remote
www.timbertradernews.com
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“The design takes advantage of the fact that
Thermory timbers will silver naturally if they’re
installed without coating.”

luxury reserve lodges in South Africa and
Botswana (page 27), where temperatures
regularly hover around 40°C. Thermo-Ash and
Thermo-Pine decking products were used on
these projects for their durability and thermal
stability in tough conditions, and the
www.timbertradernews.com

company’s clip-in systems made installation
faster and easier for the labour team, some
of whom spent the build living in tents!
At the Ezeretz spa hotel in southwest
Bulgaria’s Blagoevgrad, Thermo-Ash is used
for decking around the pool (see image
opposite page) and jacuzzi and Thermo-Aspen
medium in the dry sauna. Thermal treatment
means the decking can withstand the high
humidity as effectively as the dry conditions
of Southern Africa, without shifting.
“Another major project that we worked on
was a school project in Copenhagen,” says

Maria Pirogova, Thermory area sales
manager,exteriors. “It uses Thermo-Ash and
the design takes advantage of the fact that
Thermory timbers will silver naturally if
they’re installed without coating.”
More than 2000m2 of decking was
installed as part of the project (image left),
with the architects using the decks and
stairs to create a connection between the
school buildings and the nearby waterfront
that would encourage outdoor activities
among the children and function as an extra
classroom in good weather.
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Traditional Australian hardwoods are naturally
durable, come in a range of colours and grains,
and have an appealing whole-of-life story.
“We actually supplied the timber twice,”
says Thomas Lindner Nielsen, product chief
and project chief at Moelven, a leading
Danish building supplier. “Sadly, the school
burned down just before opening.
“But the city rebuilt, holding true to the
design by JJW Architects. They chose
Thermo-Ash for its ‘Green’ image, as part of
a set of environmentally responsible
products and design elements for the
school’s construction. The project won the
WAN Education Award in 2016.”
The product’s ability to keep its good
looks despite hard wear and harsh
conditions means it’s equally at home in
luxury builds and in those that need to stand
up to more robust use, such as schools and
boardwalks. “While Thermory hasn’t been in
Australia for long, we can show that the
product performs admirably in the huge
variety of climate requirements of this big
country, thanks to our broad international
experience,” says Pirogova.
“The boards’ low thermal conductivity is
also very attractive for hot summers, and

the chemical-free treatment means that it’s
suitable for applications including those with
restrictions on some treatments: residential,
educational and child care.”

NATURAL AND STRONG
Traditional Australian hardwoods remain a
consistently popular choice with architects
and designers, and for good reason. They’re
naturally durable, come in a range of colours
and grains that add great visual and tactile
interest, and have an appealing whole-of-life
story, whether they’re sustainably harvested
or recycled from old structures.
Ryan McCarthy, sales and marketing
manager at Coffs Harbour Hardwoods says
much of the time architects and designers
have already made a species selection
before they seek out supply.
“On the larger projects, the clients will be
trying to create an overall vision, where the
timber is a feature that marries into the other
materials being used on the project,” says
McCarthy. “Some species have a blonde,
brown or red appearance and some have a
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particular grain pattern that is more desirable
or can be used for specific effects.”
Availability can be a key issue on
commercial jobs. “The client will usually
seek a thicker and wider type of board to
provide a bit more wow factor and strength,”
says McCarthy. “And while cost can be a
factor in some projects we tender on, in
others, cost is no issue, its purely what the
client wants. They’re happy to pay the price
to achieve their desired outcome.”
Coffs Harbour Hardwoods has been
involved with major projects ranging from
Barangaroo House (image above) in Sydney
to Sealy Lookout (pages 19 and 24), perched
over Coffs Harbour. “These are two of the
more exciting commercial projects we’ve
supplied hardwood decking for,” McCarthy
says. “Sealy Lookout has an outlook over
the coast, mountains and valleys behind
Coffs Harbour. As the deck formed part of
the picnic area structure that was located in
the Orara East State Forest, the timber used
needed to be BAL 29 fire rated.
“The client knew what they wanted and
chose a 136x32mm Spotted Gum decking
along with Blackbutt for the rest of the
structure. As for the Barangaroo House
project we were asked by our clients to
supply 65x19mm Tallowwood. The same
timber was also used for the internal floors
and decking as well as the ceiling battens to
create a flow from inside to outside. The
result is truly amazing.”
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above from left: Installing Azek decking at Melbourne’s new luxury W Hotel; naturally durable Tallowwood decking at Sydney’s Barangaroo House.

STRIKING
AND DURABLE
A HARDWOOD TIMBER DECK IS THE NATURAL
CHOICE WHEN CREATING A RELAXED,
DURABLE AND INVITING SPACE.

With more than 30 DIFFERENT PROFILES
and sizes available, KENNEDY’S offer the ideal
timber product for any decking application.

FOR YOUR
TIMBER SAMPLE BOX

PLEASE CALL
(07) 3293 0528
OR ORDER ONE
ONLINE

HEAD OFFICE:

228 Potassium Street, Narangba, Queensland 4504
Phone : +61 (07) 3293 0528

MELBOURNE:

45 Fabio Court, Campbellfield, Victoria 3061
Phone : +61 (03) 9359 0300

SYDNEY:

11 Production Avenue, Warragamba, New South Wales 2752
Phone: +61 (02) 4774 2888
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kennedystimbers

kennedystimbers e sales@kennedystimbers.com.au

Above: TimberTech Azek decking can be bent into smooth curves. Here in Vintage Cypress Dark Hickory.

“The main reason they choose Azek is the quality
and the long-term value of the product. Once you
put it in, your work is done.”
Both Spotted Gum and Tallowwood are
popular with commercial builders. “They’re
two of the best-performing decking timbers,”
says McCarthy.
“The flooring and decking at Barangaroo
House will be a high-traffic area for many
years to come. Tallowwood’s a top choice for
this due to the natural oils within the timber
itself. While the rich colour is the first thing
people see, the use of narrower boards also

creates a strong linear effect. This is an extra
advantage of using natural timber product:
speciality widths, depths, lengths and even
profiles are all achievable.”
While most clients come to Coffs Harbour
Hardwoods with a vision in mind, some are
looking for suggestions on how to achieve
that and others may need prompting
towards options that will best suit the
conditions where the deck will be laid.

Above: Its polymer composition means Azek (here Harvest Slate Gray) is absolutely stable around water.
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“When a client is open to suggestion we
can guide them towards an appropriate
species selection based on the information
that they provide, but at the end of the day
it’s their decision,” McCarthy says.
For big installations of the type found on
commercial projects, the Coffs Harbour team
always recommends using a Durability
Class 1 hardwood. “That gives you a 40-year
lifespan in these applications,” says McCarthy.
“More if you coat it and maintain the coating.
We highly recommend pre-coated decking to
provide added protection during transport and
construction. Pre-coating also gives a full
envelope on the timber, which is beneficial to
protecting the decking on all sides and not
just the top. Many of the problems that can
occur with decks happen when the underside
hasn’t been coated.”
Pre-coating in the timber yard is a much
simpler and faster proposition than at
installation, so the contractor saves both
time and money. “We use the new
Universal Timber Oil from Intergrain, which
is compatible with most top coats, both
water- and solvent-based,” says McCarthy.
For decks in areas surrounded by bushland
or near big bodies of water, the range of
options is more limited, “simply because of
the environment of where the deck is being
installed,” McCarthy says. “But there are
options that suit those conditions perfectly.
We also have some clients who are looking
for the deck to show an aged appearance. We
recommend they use a coating that will allow
the timber to grey off but still bead water.”

LASTING EASY CARE
For applications where low recurrent needs
and costs are leading factors, premium
composite and all-polymer products such as
TimberTech’s Azek range, distributed in
Australia by Woodhouse, can fit the bill.
Polymer formulas replace part or, as in the
case of the Azek range, all of the timber
component in the decking for a long-lasting,
dimensionally stable product that resists
damage from wear, water and UV.
“It’s become a very popular option for
big commercial projects – especially in the
US and Middle East – and for large-scale
domestic use,” says David Moody, marketing
manager at Woodhouse.
“There are lots of attractive features for
these clients, especially the 50-year fade
and stain warranty and lifetime product
warranty. But the main reason they choose
Azek is the quality and the long-term value
of the product. While it’s one of the more
expensive at the time you buy it, like many
high-quality products, once you put it in,
your work is done. You don’t have to go
through the annual or six-monthly sand and
stain exercise that’s required for most
traditional timber decks.”
www.timbertradernews.com
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Industrial
Timber Coating
Solutions

ENQUIRE ABOUT A
DEMONSTRATION

Ceetec A250 - New Model Available Now


Pre-oiling timber increases dimensional stability,
helping a better end result for your customers



Machine coating capacity of up to 2,500 lineal
metres per hour



Provides a smooth finish with uniform quality
and four-sided coverage



Fast and simple cleaning

Ceetec timber coating machinery is proudly distributed in Australia and
New Zealand by Intergrain® Timber Finishes. Intergrain is a registered trademark.
For more information on Ceetec equipment solutions, contact 1800 630 285.
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Azek is made of a 100% synthetic
polymer with a majority recycled content
diverted from landfill. The manufacturing
process recycles up to 96% of the water
used in facilities, so although the boards
only look like natural timber, they also bring
sustainability credentials to any project. The
core is capped with a superbly hard-wearing
polymer that carries a Lifetime Limited

Product Warranty and limited 50-year Fade
& Stain Warranty.
“It’s a very traditional-looking product,”
Moody says. “We’re seeing it used in luxe
but high-traffic applications, like Melbourne’s
new W Hotel (see page 20).
“Azek can be installed much earlier in the
build program than most alternatives
because it won’t scratch. Some other
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decking products are so sensitive to having
other trades go over them, they can’t be
installed till right at the end of the build,
which can hold up your schedule.
“Even some of the other composite
brands don’t have this sort of strength. You
don’t get the damage because of the
capping that’s on the products. You don’t get
the scratches and the dings that many types
of decking suffer from.”
Azek is available exclusively through
Woodhouse in Australia and comes in a
variety of widths, lengths, grain patterns and
colours. The colour and finish last without
the need for staining or oiling and with
minimal upkeep. Care for the most part
consists of the occasional hose-down or
a run-over with a stiff natural fibre brush.
The product resists mould, mildew and
other moisture damage and maintains its
natural colour for decades.
“Azek has only been available in Australia
for a short period of time, but it’s attracted a
lot of positive attention,” Moody says.
“Tradies like it because it’s 30% lighter
than most decking, which makes it easy to
handle and quick to install. Designers like it
because it has all the beauty of natural
timber and a similar ability to create exciting
laying patterns in a deck, but it’s easier to
create dramatic looks, including curves and
colour contrasts that last longer. For many of
the commercial clients, it’s the peace of
mind that comes from the warranty and the
lower ongoing costs. US customer studies
show you can expect to save 19% overall
over 10 years compared to a similar
hardwood product.”
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: Coffs Harbour Hardwoods Ironbark deck at Sawtell. Below: Spotted Gum decking with Blackbutt frame and furniture at Sealy Lookout.

COVER STORY
For the end user, the look is extremely
natural. Proprietary technology delivers a
colour-cascading finish with natural variations
to tones and grain. The differences only
show in small pleasures like increased slip
resistance with a P5 slip rating, stainresistant capping technology, splinter-free
surfaces and being notably cooler underfoot
than other composite decks.
“It doesn’t just thrive in harsh Australian
summers,” says Moody, “it makes outdoor
spaces more comfortable for you as well.”

DECKING AT HOME
While large installations often represent big
profits, for most suppliers and builders,
smaller residential jobs remain their bread
and butter work.
Here, a different set of expectations and
desires can rule and these can require some
careful client management. But there are
also opportunities to increase both work and
sales with coatings, fastening systems and
the substructure of the deck.
“Homeowners usually require quite a bit
of guidance, but so do some developers and
builders, because they don’t fully understand
the products’ qualities,” says McCarthy.
“We have definitely had to ‘encourage’
clients in a different direction. For example,
where the deck is less than 400mm above

“Homeowners usually require guidance, but so
do some developers and builders, because they
don’t fully understand timber’s qualities.”
the ground. The use of wider boards in these
situations is not recommended, so we ask
them to choose a narrower board to avoid
any issues with movement.”
He recommends the supplier or retailer
ask the customer a fairly detailed set of
questions, including
• Where will the deck be installed?
• Will it be under cover?
• Is it near or over water?
• How high is it?
• Are you in a BAL-rated area?
Each factor will affect the final product
recommendation. Note that NSW has
additional requirements around decks in BAL
areas that are stricter than the Australian
Standard (see www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/planand-prepare/building-in-a-bush-fire-area).
“Some builders or DIY renovators are of
the belief that once the timber is installed
they aren’t going to have any issues,”
McCarthy says. “But timber is hygroscopic,

it absorbs and releases moisture in
conjunction with what is happening in its
surrounding environment. I’ve seen decks
built using 135mm boards coated only on
top and 100mm off soaking-wet ground with
zero drainage. The boards suck in all that
moisture and dry out on top in the sun.
Obviously they’ll cup, and then the customer
will complain and want it rectified.”
Decking around pools requires particular
consideration. McCarthy suggests species
with minimal tannin leaching, which need
a P4 or higher slip rating. “We recommend
extra coatings are applied and using narrower
boards, as the wider the boards used, the
more chance of movement,” he says.
Exposed timber will be subject to colour
changes and even checking in areas such as
pool surrounds. “These aren’t faults, it’s just
the natural product,” McCarthy says.
“If you want to minimise them, you need
to invest in coatings and provide routine

BEAUTIFUL, NATURAL,TIMELESS

Decking
ITS DECKING SEASON

161 Tallawudjah Creek Road, Glenreagh NSW

Pre Coating Now Available

www.timbertradernews.com

(02) 66492006
sales@coffshardwoods.com.au
www.coffshardwoods.com.au
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re-coating on your deck each year. Good
maintenance, combined with an initially wellconstructed build using the correct fixings will
see most Class 1 and 2 decking species
perform for decades.”
All suppliers emphasised the importance
of educating clients about decking basics,
including site preparation, substructures,
fixings and, where appropriate, coatings. But
the industry also needs to learn about the
qualities of each type of product and make

sure recommendations fit the client’s
lifestyle needs and installation capabilities.
“We recently supplied decking to a home
at Pelican Waters on the Sunshine Coast,
including the jetty area going out into the
water,” says Moody (see above). “This
decking plays with the width of the boards to
create a pinstripe design. People are getting
very creative with different widths rather than
having all the boards at one size. Azek is ideal
for that owner, because it is a big area around

“It’s quickly and easily
installed anywhere
and it can be moved
later if you change
your mind.”

DURABLE REAL WOOD DECKING
WITH BEAUTY AND LONGEVITY IN EVERY FIBER
It takes more than just a good-looking product. At Thermory, our decking boards are designed,
treated and milled with the perfect outdoor experience in mind. Each board is naturally beautiful,
expertly modified and highly functional – the perfect mix of art and science.

Thermo Ash
THERMALLY MODIFIED
The wood becomes more
durable and its moisture
content decreases

LOW THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY
Does not become as hot
in the sun

KNOTLESS
Aesthetically pure
and beautiful result
SUSTAINABLE
Wood from sustainable
forests with chemical-free
modification

DISTRIBUTED By Australian Timbers 273 Magill Road, Trinity Gardens SA 5068
PH: 08 8332 2666 FAX: 08 8332 0825 I enquiries@australiantimbers.com
www.australiantimbers.com
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Thermo Pine
VERY DURABLE
Higest durability class

Thermory.com

EASY INSTALLATION
Innovative and simple
fixing methods

Thermory

Thermory

VISIBLE KNOTS
Pine at its best

SMOOTH FINISH
Splinter-free deck

Thermorydesign

Thermory AS

www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: Woodhouse supplied Azek decking in different widths to this house at Pelican Waters, creating a pinstripe effect.

PHOTO: COURTESY THERMORY

COVER STORY
a house that’s geared towards relaxing.”
Decking trends that were once strictly
high-end have filtered through to the DIY
market. Hidden fastening systems are
particularly popular and widely available.
Thermory combines this aesthetic with
practicality in its PaC (Press and Click)
system. Clipping strips go down onto the
substructure battens and the boards are
simply clicked into them. It delivers perfect
spacing, including a ventilation gap beneath
the boards. The Quick Deck system has a
similar click installation, but comes in a series
of wide and narrow modules that can create
mosaic effects.
“It’s quickly and easily installed anywhere,”
says Pirogova. “And it can be moved later if
you change your mind about the pattern or
need to hide or replace a damaged section.
It’s comes pre-assembled with all the
accessories and clear instructions.”
This is just a primer of what’s on the
market. TimberTech also has Pro and Edge
(both at lower price points than Azek and
with higher recycled content) and
Thermory’s Herringbone pre-assembled
decking is waiting in the wings.
For more information, visit
www.thermory.com,
www.coffshardwoods.com.au
and www.woodhouse.com.au

Above: Thermory decking at a tented private reserve in the Okavango Delta, Botswana.

BETTER TECH,
BETTER DECK

Distributed by

woodhouse.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com
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PEOPLE BUSINESS
with Peter Maguire

Tips and traps
Navigating the changing employment legislation in these troublesome times.

or most of us, 2020 will be the most
challenging year in our business lives on
a whole range of fronts.
There are the commercial challenges with
disrupted operations and cashflow and
trying to keep people in jobs and supported
while ensuring that we support ourselves as
well through the pandemic.
Some businesses have been able to
maintain at least some operational capacity
as suppliers to permitted industries like
construction or by pivoting their offerings like
the distilleries that started making hand
sanitiser instead, or all those restaurants and
pubs that jumped into takeaway meals.
The government has invested a lot in
JobKeeper and other supports for business
that help, but there are still lots of challenges,
not the least of which come with managing

people. Let’s take a look at some traps for
the unwary.

THE BASICS STILL APPLY
The fundamental rules on employing and
dismissing people are still there and you
need to comply with them to minimise the
risks of successful claims being made
against your business and/or yourself.
You still have to give full-time and parttime employees notice as per National
Employment Standards if you are
terminating their services.
If you are terminating them due to
redundancy, you still need to satisfy all three
tests that make a redundancy genuine:
• You don’t require anyone to do their job;
• You have genuinely explored
redeployment options in this or any
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JOBKEEPER AND THE FAIR WORK
COMMISSION
The temporary amendments to the Fair
Work Act that enabled JobKeeper also
conferred some powers on the FWC to deal
with disputes in relation to a range of
matters including:
• Directions to reduce hours or not work at
all
• Directions to perform certain duties or do
different duties or work at a different
location including working from home
www.timbertradernews.com
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related business (but don’t have any
suitable redeployment options);
• You have consulted with the employee
about the decision to make their job
redundant and what that means for them
including any redeployment options
If the employee qualifies for a redundancy
severance payment because you have 15 or
more employees and the employee has been
with you for at least 12 months, that must be
paid except where, in the case of genuine
inability to pay, the Fair Work Commission
(FWC, www.fwc.gov.au) provides relief in
full or in part from that obligation.
You also need to ensure that all of the
normal compliance requirements like pay
records and payslips are maintained even if
people are not working because they are
stood down. That is because they are still
employees even if they are only receiving
JobKeeper payments.
People can still make unfair dismissal or
adverse action claims or bullying complaints
to the FWC and they can still make
underpayment and discrimination and noncompliance complaints to the Fair Work
Ombudsman.
In fact, the FWC has reported a dramatic
increase in the number of claims they are
receiving since the pandemic started. So
you need to be able to show that you have
complied with your obligations and followed
due process in your decisions and actions.

PEOPLE BUSINESS
• Requests to make an agreement to
change an employee’s days and/or times of
work
• Requests that an employee take annual
leave
• Requests to engage in secondary
employment, a request for training or a
request for professional development
The FWC has produced a benchbook on
JobKeeper disputes that can be downloaded
from their website. In that, it specifically
notes the FWC does not have the jurisdiction
to make decisions in relation to whether an
employer is eligible for JobKeeper or chooses
not to apply for JobKeeper.
The employer and the employee must be
eligible and enrolled for JobKeeper to access
this special dispute settlement facility.
So you need to ensure that any direction
that you give as an eligible JobKeeper
employer is made in accordance with the
rules and is substantively valid ie there is a
valid reason for the decision that was made.

COVID-19 AMENDMENTS TO
MODERN AWARDS
Many modern awards (including the Timber
Industry Award 2010) now have a new
Schedule X – Additional Measures During
the COVID-19 Pandemic.
This has a limited operating period
currently until 30 September 2020 but more
than likely that will be extended especially

The Fair Work Commission has produced
a benchbook on JobKeeper disputes which can
be downloaded from their website.
given the continuing business restrictions
operating in Victoria for some time to come.
This allows for:
• employees to be provided with up to
two weeks’ unpaid leave if the employee
is required by government or medical
authorities or on the advice of a medical
practitioner to self-isolate and is
consequently prevented from working, or
is otherwise prevented from working by
measures taken by government or
medical authorities in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic and
• Instead of an employee taking paid annual
leave on full pay, the employee and their
employer may agree to the employee
taking twice as much leave on half pay.
There are a number of conditions that are
attached to each of these options and there
is a footnote specifically warning against
taking adverse action against an employee
because of them exercising any of these
workplace rights.
Also, because this is a provision of the

modern award, it provides the ability for a
dispute to be dealt with in line with the
award Dispute resolution clause.

SO WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?
As with any workplace relations matter, the
keys to assuring compliance and minimising
risk are:
1. Understanding the rules and ensuring
that you comply with them;
2. Making sure that you have the evidence
to underpin any decision that you make
which might negatively impact on an
employee;
3. Communicating and consulting with
employees as openly and transparently
and in as timely a fashion as possible;
4. Documenting/keeping records of your
decisions and reasons and related
communications with people;
5. Having access to competent professional
advice because workplace relations is
really complex and has become even
more so under the pandemic.

Peter Maguire is the owner and practice leader of Ridgeline HR, an award winning HRM consulting practice which he
founded in 2000. Peter is an acknowledged expert in workplace relations compliance and also a high-performance
leadership coach with over 40 years experience in HRM. Ridgeline HR’s byline is Helping PEOPLE in BUSINESS and that
is essentially what Peter does – help business people with their people business.

Coming up in

ENGINEERED
TIMBER
Coming up in the November
2020 issue of TimberTrader
News, a special feature on:
• Australian suppliers, local and
imported manufacturers.
• New products and projects, plus
new opportunities.
Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Thursday 1 October, 2020.

www.timbertradernews.com
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One thing I’d add… Machines
In our semi-regular series, experts share advice they wish more people knew. This month,
Multinail’s Warwick Porter talks about machines that give the best bang for your buck.
orking as the national machinery sales
manager at Multinail, Warwick Porter
sees a lot of fabrication plants. And while
some of them are big plants operating at
high volumes, most are small and medium
businesses that are often looking at ways
they can improve their productivity and
increase their sales.
“Efficiencies are one of the easiest ways
to lift productivity,” says Porter, “and they’re
often very easy to find, but you have to open

to the idea of change and able to invest
either money or effort. Money can be easier,
so let’s talk about machinery first. Very often,
plants can get rid of large inefficiencies by
investing in an affordable piece of machinery
that both does what they already do better
and helps them build new markets.”
Porter says that almost every frame and
truss plant can improve its efficiencies
across cutting, pressing and wall
manufacture, but there’s a big range in

prices for those solutions. “So let’s start
with one of the cheapest: a table press.”

LOW COST, HIGH RETURN
“The cheapest, simplest, easiest to
implement solution for increased efficiency
in 90% of truss plants that I’ve seen is a
small table press,” says Porter.
“The reason for that is that current trends
are towards higher density housing, which
often results in smaller, lower-pitched

Above: The Multinail Nocking Station is a sub-component nailer that brings safety benefits as well as added efficiencies to a fabricator.
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“There’s no downside
to the press. No skills
the managers need
to acquire. No skill
on the floor to run it.
Just upside in profit.”
trusses that don’t suit the traditional
pedestal press manufacturing system we all
use. That’s where a small table press fixes
your problem. It removes your bottleneck,
increases your production, reduces your
cost and bumps up your profit.”
For plants using traditional pedestal-type
presses, normal A-type triangle trusses
generally take around 2-5 minutes to set up
and a few minutes to press. On the other
hand, low-pitched trusses, which attract a
higher price, might take 20-25 minutes to
set up and another 5-10 to press.
“On a pedestal press, it’s a lot more work,”
says Porter, “but it’s often only about double
the price of the A-type truss, yet it took you
at least three times as long to make, often
considerably more. But if you put it onto a
table press, that same low-pitched truss now
takes two or three minutes to set up and 30
seconds to press. And it still has the same
price when you sell it.”
The gain is even more impressive when
you realise that virtually all the unit blocks
being built across all our major cities have
many low-pitched trusses in them. “So
www.timbertradernews.com

Above: For non-dimensionally accurate trusses, a Jack Roller can dramatically increase output.

you can sell these trusses in volume,”
says Porter. “And that basic premise of
20 minutes on a pedestal versus three
minutes on a table – and those are
conservative estimates – that’s your saving.
That’s where you make your money.”
The same press can be used for multiple
other difficult to jig trusses and it doesn’t
have special needs for going into a plant.
“It’s all upside, no downside,” Porter says.
“There’s no implementation. There’s no skills
the managers need to acquire. No skill on
the floor to run it. Just upside in profit.
“It’s even easy to physically add one to
your plant. The table presses we sell start at
four feet wide (the Mini 4), so 1.2m, or
there’s a six foot one that’s also popular (the
Mini 6). And they’re about 10m long, so
most people have that sort of space
available already with no reorganising.”
Costs are around the $100,000 mark,
which is well under the $150,000 limit
for the increased instant asset write-off
threshold that is in place until 31 December.

WALL ASSEMBLY
For fabricators who produce prefabricated
wall frames, the next machine Porter
recommends that delivers big bang for your
buck is a sub-component nailing system.
“If you’re making walls on a traditional
wall line, then you will be able to
dramatically improve your efficiencies with a
sub-component nailer,” he says.
“It’s an addition that sits to the side of the
line and becomes another material flow
access point for the line. Instead of all the
material flowing in from the end of the line
where the operator stands in the console,
this machine sits to the side and passes
material to him and it does exactly what it
says on the label – those components are
already assembled.”
The time benefits are readily noticeable.
“Some customers have claimed they’ve
doubled their previous production when
they’ve put a component nailer on their line,”
says Porter. “Now they have highly skilled
staff, but everyone’s output improves.”
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a minimum, you’re looking at a 30% increase
per person per day, and the majority of our
customers achieve more than this depending
on their staff capabilities and work styles.”

Above: Installing a small table press like a Mini 6 or 4 speeds the production of high-value trusses.

A sub-component nailer does two things.
In the first place, it allows you to
compensate for natural variations in timber.
“It’s not uncommon for fabricators to be
supplied timber that’s a little oversized,”
Porter says. “This machine, being highly
accurate, allows you to know what that error
is and compensate for it. As an example,
your nogs can be made smaller by a set
amount to compensate for the fact that it’s
detected the studs are a bit fatter. You can
have the machine automatically shortening
up your nogs so that when you assemble
the frame, you’re closing that gap up
between the studs. The frame is now
perfect, and that slight oversize is
compensated for quickly and precisely.”
This precision is particularly important
on townhouse and mid-rise jobs where
uniformity is essential.
“There’s a noticeable visual difference to
wall frames made on our machines
compared to a standard manually made
wall,” says Porter. “They look squarer and
straighter, and everything’s ‘right’. They’re
visually different in all the little ways of
accuracy that add up to a perfect result.”

The second benefit of the machine over
the manual process of nailing these subassemblies is safety. “It effectively
completely removes the operator from that
danger zone,” Porter says. “This goes a long
way to eliminating the nailing hazard around
the sub-assembly process, because the
operator is well back from the nail gun. And
the machine is also able to keep up that
accuracy all day, every day, without the little
errors that can creep in when a person gets
tired, so you may also reduce the number of
nails you use.”
Like the table press, the sub-component
nailer models sold by Multinail (the cheekily
named Nocking Station and the Component
Nailer) are both around the $100,000 mark.
“If you’re already making wall frames in
your plant and you add this machine, then
you’re going to recoup that investment
quickly,” Porter says. “A common number is
35m of manufactured wall per shift per
person on the line. You can expect to
considerably increase that if you put a subcomponent nailer on. Not everyone will
double their figures, because not everyone
has that specialty skilled workforce. But at
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For his final machinery solution, Porter
suggests a Jack Roller. “It’s a roller press
like Grandma’s old clothes mangle and it’s
either 3m or 4.2m wide with work tables in
front of it where your workers stand and
they staple their jacks, hips, valleys and
other non-dimensionally accurate trusses.”
While very upfront that it’s not for every
plant, Porter points out that for mid-sized
plants that produce a lot of hips and jacks,
the roller is a great investment.
He says, “If this is something your plant
does, there’s usually lots of them and you
probably charge very small amounts for
them and you have to find an efficient way
to make them. Installing a Jack Roller is
about pounding out these small components
at one every 30 seconds instead of one
every two minutes. With this machine, your
operator staples the hips together, sits the
plates on them and just pokes them at the
roller. It presses the plates in and it’s the
best, fastest, most efficient way to make
these small, numerous trusses.”
Like Porter’s other suggestions, a Jack
Roller doesn’t require a huge cost or space
outlay in the plant. “It’s about 5m wide and
about 8-9m long,” he says. “It’s a more
specialised tool than the others, it will be
most useful for a plant that already has a lot
of hips and jacks and has a work station just
for those hips and jacks. For those plants,
this is your machine!”
www.timbertradernews.com
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THE HARD CONVERSATION
Having outlined the efficiencies that can be
found with money, Porter turns to the more
difficult set that require consideration. “If
you talk to the sort of person who writes
business books, they pretend that it’s easy
to sit down and consider your logistics, work
flows and processes, but it’s not,” he says.
“Partly because it’s really hard to step back
and take a look at all of that while you’re busy
running the actual plant, and partly because
all of those things have been the best option
for you at some point in your business’s
operation. Some of them still are, but other
things have changed organically over time, so
you’ve accidentally introduced inefficiencies.”
Unfortunately, there’s no such thing as
a Fabrication Plant Feng Shui Designer.
Almost every plant is different due to the
thousands of things that make it up, from
site access to client needs. Which means
that even when you decide your needs have
evolved and you do need to re-jig your
layout, it can be hard to get advice.
“The single biggest thing that most truss
plants could improve in is the logistics and
timing of material flow around the shed,”
Porter says. ”The big ones do it very well,
and that’s what has helped them to grow.
Unfortunately, there’s no service or training
course for that. People have to work it out for
themselves. It’s not easy and mistakes can
cost time and money, so some are reluctant
to step away from something that works well
for something that may or may not be better.”
He recommends taking notes and photos
when you visit open days, trade shows and
the like. Talk to your staff about what takes
up their time and look for anything being
moved more than once or in an inefficient
order around the plant. If you’re ordering
new machinery or talking to technicians or
the sales team about machinery you already
own, pump your suppliers for information
and any advice they’re happy to offer.
“We visit a lot of plants and we see
things that work well and can be translated
into other businesses,” says Porter. “It’s a
great resource, but it’s not the sort of advice
we offer up without being asked, because a
lot of the time there’s a valid reason why
things are done the way they are, even if
that’s just comfort.
“That said, if optimisation has become the
most important thing for you – whether
because you need to cut back on extra costs
or because you’re entering a big growth
phase – then the logistics of shifting stuff
around is absolutely critical to making all that
gear you own or buy work and it’s something
that you can look at straight away with no
other investment. Optimal logistics are the
number one difference between plants that
are operating at good productivity and those
that are operating at full productivity.”
www.timbertradernews.com

“The logistics of shifting stuff around is absolutely
critical to making all that gear you own or buy
work and it’s something that you can look at
straight away with no other investment.”
MAKING IT ALL WORK
However you look to increase efficiencies in
your plant, the end result is freeing up staff
time to either produce more, or produce
new product that can meet the changing
needs of a currently uncertain market.
“No one knows what’s going to happen in
the next couple of years,” Porter says. “We
know that construction is too important to
the economy for the government to let it
wind down too much, but that might mean
investment in social housing, education or
council buildings rather than residential.
“If you’re able to make comparatively lowcost tweaks that will help you get more of
that business, you’ll be well placed to get
through this recession. And pretty much
every fabricator is able to produce openpanel walls or low-pitched trusses, so they’ll
get real value out of investing in a subcomponent nailer or a table press. Those

machines are big profit makers and they’re
very easy for staff to learn how to use.”
Multinail supplies training to the business’s
on-site trainers: both safety training and the
operational training. Porter says it’s simple to
pick up the techniques, even for staff that
come from a very manual background, and
that the added safety and lower physical
strain make them popular units with
workers. “Machinery like this isn’t about
replacing people, it’s about replacing some
of the repetitive work they do,” he says.
“We get used to thinking about plants
revolving around investment in saws,
because they’re at the heart of the
operation. But you don’t need to be
spending $300,000 plus on a new saw, you
can get a big return for much less than that.”
For more information, call Warwick
Porter on 0419 516 918 or email
warwick.porter@multinail.com

Above: Machinery like the Mini 6 and Nocking Station adds efficiencies and frees up staff.
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IN THE FRAME
By Craig Kay, national product engineer, Tilling

Devil in the details
Why it’s important to reference the I-Joist floor design reference numbers.

O

ver the years one of the most
significant areas of change we’ve seen
is the increase of warranty responsibilities
placed upon builders and the flow-on effect
of how today’s builders increasingly try to
mitigate and delegate risk back to
contractors and suppliers.
With the ever-increasing use of
Engineered Wood Products (EWP) in
structures, the varying properties and
performance warranties of manufactured
members are underpinned by design
software. All EWP distributors have design
software and some form of design service
to simplify the mixture of EWP members
and hardware into kits, with installation
instructions, so builders can easily use what

The design needs to
comply with the BCA
for the structure.

would otherwise be a fairly complicated
group of products.
I-Joist floor systems are a typical example,
where a comprehensive engineered design
layout with joists, beams, brackets and other
accessories is listed and explained. These
layouts need to be utilised by the builder
as part of the source engineering
documentation of the project. Copies are
kept by the builder and the local council,
and also by the designing EWP distributor
and reseller.
EWP distributors undertake risk when
they provide an engineered design if the
materials are ordered and used in the
structure. The design needs to comply with
the BCA for the structure it applies to. It also
needs to ‘work’, in the sense that the home
owner/building owner’s performance
expectations of their floor need to be met. If
compliance or performance expectations
aren’t met, the designing EWP supplier is
(rightly) expected to help resolve the issue.
However, as we’ve seen in practice in our
own business, risks can arise if people don’t

FLOOR JOIST PLAN, Deck
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NOTE:
Deck/Balcony members to be sealed
before & after installation.
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Builder to ensure that layout represents
required lengths and quantities
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Table 1

Nail Size
& Length

3.15 x 65

2/35

3.30 x 90

3/35 & 2/45

3.06 x 75

2/42
3/42, 3/45 & 2/58

No. Of
Nail Rows
(Both Sides)

2 or 3*

300mm

2 or 3*

200mm

2 or 3*

300mm

*Beam depth in excess of 300mm, use 3 rows of nails

Table 3

Min. Number of Nails Required

Beam
Depth
(mm)

At Support

90 to 150
160 to 300
> 300

3
5
6

Table 4

Nail
Spacing

NAIL LAMINATION NOT SUITABLE
USE SCREW/BOLT

3/58, 2/65 & 3/65

Edge
distance

Table 2

TOP LOADED BEAMS

Section
Width
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Table 3

Nails driven
on alternate sides

.

.

Table 3

.

No. of nails at either
side of the supported beam

DJ4

DJ3

WO

Face hanging brackets
Refer to member schedule
Internal load bearing walls
Internal non load bearing walls
Joist lay direction
Mid-Point of the Joist
Joist setout point
Waste Outlet

At either side of the
supported beam

Top plate / Post

.

SIDE LOADED BEAM

RIGHT SUPPORT

Full bear onto

Full bear onto

1

5.40

1

NOTES

Full bear onto
Full bear onto

150x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated

4.80

1

Full bear onto

Full bear onto

2/200x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated

5.10

2

Full bear onto

Full bear onto

NOTE : Laminate beams together as per\pAS1684.2
or Detail LB1, LB2, LB3

DJ1

5.40

10

Butts into as per engineering details

170x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated

1

Full bear onto

Joists are spaced at 450mm c/c. from setout point 1

DJ2

90x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated

1

1.50

9

FB4290 Joist Hanger *1

Joists are spaced at 450mm c/c. from setout point 2

DJ3

90x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated

1.50

1

LVSIA Bracket (Horizontal
Application) JD3 *1

DJ4

90x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated

1.50

1

LVSIA Bracket (Horizontal
Application) JD3 *1

Enseal

ENSEAL

0

1

Enseal Spray Can

PD45

PD45

0

4

PD65

PD65

0

1

PD90

PD90

0

1

PP1

170x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated

5.10

1

0mm bearing length

Full bear onto

General Note N2

PP1-1

90x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated

4.50

1

0mm bearing length

Full bear onto

Protector deck 45mm wide - 25l/m

General Note N2

Protector deck 65mm wide - 15l/m
Protector deck 90mm wide - 12l/m

Nail Size & Spacing
Supported & Spacing
Supported
& Length (Both Sides) By Outer (Both Sides) By Outer

2/35
3/35

3.15 x 65 2 at 300mm 2900mm 3 at 300mm 4300mm
3.30 x 90 2 at 300mm 6200mm 3 at 300mm 9400mm

2/45

Member**

Member**

3.30 x 90 2 at 300mm 3400mm 3 at 300mm 5100mm

3
6
8

Nail Diameter

3.06mm
3.15mm
3.30mm

Min. Edge
Distance

Min. End
Distance

20mm
20mm
20mm

70mm
70mm
75mm

Min. Distance
Between Nails
(Across The Grain)

Multiple Member of SmartLVL
Nail Lamination Detail

This member has been read from the engineering
plans and has been assessed as being reasonable
for the application BUT has not actually been
structurally re-designed by the SmartFrame Design
Centre. The actual beam type and size on this
SmartFrame layout may however be a substituted
SmartFrame EWP product of equivalent strength and
stiffness. No responsibility whatsoever will be taken
for the original engineering design.

Supporting
Beam A

Max. Floor
Max. Floor
No. of Rows Joist Span No. of Rows Joist Span

Section
Width

2/42
3.06 x 75 2 at 300mm 2100mm 3 at 300mm 3200mm
3/42 & 3/45 3.30 x 90 2 at 300mm 1700mm 3 at 300mm 2550mm
2/58 & 3/58 3.30 x 100 2 at 300mm 1200mm 3 at 300mm 1800mm
2/65 & 3/65 3.30 x 100 2 at 300mm 900mm 3 at 300mm 1300mm
**Based on 1.25kPa DL & 2kPa FLL
Table 4

FB3590, FB4290
FB4590, FB5890

BRACKET SCHEDULE, Deck
BRACKET

Fix the LVL bracket
to the supporting
& supported member
with 3.15 x 35mm long nails
(Refer to the table below)

Fixing to supporting Fixing to supported
beam (Beam A)
beam (Beam B)
8/35x3.15mm nails 4/35x3.15mm nails

75 mm

FB35120, FB42120
12/35x3.15mm nails 6/35x3.15mm nails
FB45120, FB58120, FB60130
FB35180, FB42170
20/35x3.15mm nails 10/35x3.15mm nails
FB45180
FB58170, FB65170

18/35x3.15mm nails 6/35x3.15mm nails

FB42220, FB45220

26/35x3.15mm nails 12/35x3.15mm nails
24/35x3.15mm nails 12/35x3.15mm nails
22/35x3.15mm nails 12/35x3.15mm nails
26/35x3.15mm nails 13/35x3.15mm nails

FB58200, FB70200
FB84200
FB90220

Fix supported beam
to angle plate with
1/No.10 x 30 Type17
counter-sunk screw

MATERIAL & SPACING

FB4290 Joist Hanger *1

Connect using 12/3.15x35 nails

DJ1

170x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated at 450 c/c

LVSIA Bracket (Horizontal Application) JD3 *1

Connect using 1/LVSIA Screw Kit

DJ2

90x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated at 450 c/c

Supporting
beam
Min. 42mm
wide

. mm
50

150x75x50x5mm Un-equal angle
fixed to the supporting beam
wth 6/No.12 x 35mm long
Type17 hexagonal head screws

LVSIA ANGLE BRACKET
150x75x50x5mm UN-EQUAL ANGLE

LVL/Pine Joist to LVL/Pine Bearer
With Pryda Framing Bracket Detail

FIXING REQUIREMENT

MARK

***IMPORTANT***
If the supporting member is a
double/triple beams, it must be
bolt/screw laminated as per
Detail LB1/LB3 for load sharing.
(Nail lamination is not allowed)

Pryda long multigrip fixed
to each member with
min. 5/35mm x 3.15mm
to prevent rotation

CT
ION
Supporting
Beam A

Supported
Beam B

Bracket Code

40mm
40mm
45mm

LB2

HORIZONTAL APPLICATION AS AN ANGLE SEAT

FB1

CL1

Refer to bracket manufactures specifications for fixing requirements.

1)It is the responsibility of the installer to locate joists away from flooring plumbing penetrations. 2)Builder to ensure the layout represents the required lengths and quantities. 3)Refer to the hole chart prior to cutting hole in the web of SmartJoist.
4)Do no cut, notch or drill through the I-Joists flanges. 5)End joist under the load bearing wall to be blocked/laterally restrained at the end as per Detail F1, F2 & F3, refer to the supplied installation guide for the blocking installation requirements.
6)Builder to ensure all point loads are fully supported by a pier, stump or post. 7)Compression blocks to be installed to SmartJoist/SmartRim under all point loads from beams, critical/jamb studs & GT/TGT trusses, refer to Detail F8, F13, F30A, F30B & F30C.

1)It is the responsibility of the installer to locate joists away from flooring plumbing penetrations. 2)Builder to ensure the layout represents the required lengths and quantities. 3)Refer to the hole chart prior to cutting hole in the web of SmartJoist.
4)Do no cut, notch or drill through the I-Joists flanges. 5)End joist under the load bearing wall to be blocked/laterally restrained at the end as per Detail F1, F2 & F3, refer to the supplied installation guide for the blocking installation requirements.
6)Builder to ensure all point loads are fully supported by a pier, stump or post. 7)Compression blocks to be installed to SmartJoist/SmartRim under all point loads from beams, critical/jamb studs & GT/TGT trusses, refer to Detail F8, F13, F30A, F30B & F30C.
(a) 'SmartFrame' is a software program jointly developed by Tilling Timber Pty Ltd and Cade Systems Pty Ltd of KOO WEE RUP
for use and distribution by the exclusive licensee of SmartFrame :'Tilling Timber Pty Ltd' of Orchard Street KILSYTH Vic
(b) 'User' is the individual and/or company using the SmartFrame for its intended purpose as described in the
"SmartFrame Licence Agreement"
(c) 'BCA' is the Building Code of Australia
(d) 'house/s' are class 1 & 10 buildings as defined within the BCA, constructed and subject to the provisions contained within
AS1684 "Residential timber-framed construction" parts 1-4
(e) 'similar structures' are structures other than 'houses' for which the assumptions contained within AS1684 are valid
(f) 'domestic floor live loads' are the live loads as described in AS/NZS 1170.1 Structural design actions – Permanent,
imposed and other actions
(g) 'commercial floor live loading/s' are live loads as described in AS/NZS 1170.1 for all categories other than 1 HOUSES.
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Above: Designs provided by EWP suppliers are draft only until finalised and carry a range of risks for the builder, fabricator and client if they are used.
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B1-4

N2

B1-3

PP1-1

SUPPLY
LENGTH

170x42 SmartLVL 15 H3 Treated

B1-2.1

GENERAL NOTES

2

DJ2.1

SIZE
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Skew deck
nails slightly
to cross
multiple veneers
(Galvanised helical
threaded nails or
screws)

Protectadeck or
similar impervious
membrane to
prevent water
ponding on joist

MARK
B1-1

.

PR
E

MEMBER SCHEDULE, Deck

H3 treated or Natural Durability
class 1 or 2 (sapwood removed)
decking

5000

use these designs properly. At Tilling Timber,
we have a lot of data because we produce
over 14,000 unique designs per year, and field
over 27,000 requests (designs + amendments
+ multiple quote requests). We use this to try
to improve our own performance, and to
measure what is and perhaps isn’t working.
Recent analysis of our data has shown us a
bit of a challenge: our resellers and fabricators
receive an engineered design and quotation,
but some don’t reference this design when
they place the order. This can cause potential
problems for the builder.
Tillings’ SmartFrame Design Centre
releases draft layouts marked with a
distinctive SmartFrame watermark
“Preliminary Only - Not for Construction”.
This watermark indicates that a design/
layout has been completed based upon the
information provided and, where there is a
lack of information, upon the assumptions. It
is designed to encourage the builder to look
at the proposed solution and to decide
whether assumptions made were correct,
the design was based upon the most

AUTOBUILD NEWS
5. Building certif
ier reference
number

current plan and/or key design requirements
were either not transmitted or have been
overlooked. This watermark is only
removed by Tilling Timber when we
receive an order referencing that design.
If a project has, however, been
constructed based upon a SmartFrame
layout that is still marked “Preliminary Only Not for Construction”, it could be argued that
the responsibility for design errors/omissions
transfers to the builder.
As already mentioned, the builder also
needs construction documents, for his
trades, for inspectors, for the council,
possibly for the engineer involved and for his
own records. For the layout to be a useful
(binding) construction document, the
watermark needs to be removed and, in the
case of Queensland, an additional Form 15
needs to be provided as a final engineering
sign-off for the design.
In Queensland, “a Form 15 must be used
when a competent person is requested to
provide a certificate for the matters relating
to the design/specification help they are
giving to a building certifier. The certificate
provided must cover such things as the
design of a particular material, system,
method of building or that a building
element complies with the BCA or a
provision of the QDC.” A Form 15 is
“intended to be used for the design of
particular systems or components within a
building that are outside of the building
certifier’s expertise.” (see www.hpw.qld.
gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/4403/
newsflash258.pdf)
The removal of the watermark and the
issuance of the Form 15 (for Queensland)

6. Competent perso

n details
A competent person
for building work,
means a person
who
the building certifie is assessed by
r for
competent to practic the work as
e in an aspect of
the building and
specification design
,
of the building work
because of the
individualʼs skill,
experience and
qualifications in the
aspect. The
competent person
must also be
registered or license
d
applying in the State under a law
to practice the
aspect.

Building certifier

reference numb
er

Name (in full)
Than Trong Quoc

Long
Company name
(if applicable)of Housing and Public Works
Tilling TimbDepartment
Contact person
er Pty Ltd
Aki
Phone no. (busin
ess hours) Mobi
le no.
03 9725 0222
Fax no.

Form 15—Compliance certificate
for building design or
specification

Email address
Version 4 – July 2017
Smartdata@tilli
ng.com.au
If no relevant law
requires the
Postal addre
individuThis
NOTE:
islicense
to bedused
for the purposes
of section
ss 10 of the Building Act 1975 and/or section 46 of the
al to be
or
registe
red
to be ableRegulation
31-45 Orchard Stree
to give the help,
Building
2006.
the certifier
t
must assess the
individual as having
appropriate experieA building
KilsythB) can only give a compliance certificate about whether building work
RESTRICTION:
certifier (class
nce, qualifications
or skills to be able
to give
complies
with the
BCA
a provision
of the Queensland Development Code (QDC). A building
certifier (Class B)
theor
help.
Postc
Licen
ode: 3137
ce or registratio
If thenot
chiefgive a certificate regarding QDC boundary
n numb
can
clearance
andersite cover provisions.

executive
guidelines for assess issues any
ing a
must use
the guidelines when
This
section need onlyassess
be
person
. if details of street ing the
completed
competent
, the building
1.person
Property
description
certifier

7. Signa
address
and
property
description
ture
of comp
etent
areperso
applicable.
n
E.g.
the case of
Thisin
certifica
te must be signed
by the
(standard/generic)
individual assess pool design/shell
ed patio
by the
building
manufacture
and/or
and
certifie
r as compe
tent.
carport systems this section may
not be applicable.
The description must identify all
land the subject of the application.
The lot and plan details (e.g.
SP/RP) are shown on title
documents or a rates notice.
If the plan is not registered by title,
provide previous lot and plan
details.

(if applicable)

Street address (include no., street, suburb/locality and postcode)
14 SWEETAPPLE PLACE, MANLY WEST

Signature
Lot and plan details (attach list if necessary)

Postcode: 4179

Date

In which local government area is the land situated?

18/5/2020

2. Description of
Deck floor beam & joist (Member mark: B1-1 TO B1-4, B1-2.1, DJ1 TO DJ4)
The
Building Act 1975
component/s
certified
is administereRafters
joist (Member mark: RAFT1, RAFT2) as per
d by thebeam
Depa&rtmen
Clearly describe the extent of work
t of Housing and
Public Works
SmartFrame layout – Job number:
735002A
covered by this certificate, e.g. all
structural aspects of the steel roof
beams.

3. Basis of certification

Detail the basis for giving the
certificate and the extent to which
tests, specifications, rules,
standards, codes of practice and other
publications, were relied upon.

Certification excludes:
Floor beam (Member mark:PP1, PP1-1, B2.1 TO B2.3), the beam type & size for
these member have been read from the engineering plans prepared by Vector.

SmartFrame design guides & span tables
SmartFrame software
(3rd party certified to meet the ABCB Engineering software protocol)
The Certification of compliance document is available for download at

https://www.tilling.com.au/knowledge-base/software-compliance/
4. Reference documentation
Clearly identify any relevant
documentation, e.g. numbered
structural engineering plans.

Architectural/working drawings prepared by Binspired Built
(Job number: , Rev:C , Dated:15/1/2020)
Engineering drawings prepared by Vector.
(Job number:200114 , Issue:003 , Dated )

LOCAL GOVERNMENT USE ONLY
Date received

Reference Number/s

Above: Form 15 is used in Queensland as part of
the engineering sign-off for a design.

should only occur when the EWP distributor
that produced the design receives a purchase
order referencing the design number.
Victoria Building Regulations include a
Certificate of Compliance for proposed
building works which may be requested by
the relevant building surveyor. While not
supplied for each design like the QLD Form
15, this document, if requested, can only be
signed by a Registered Building Practitioner,
building surveyor or prescribed engineer.
What are the implications if the order is
placed with no reference? If a reseller or

Risks can arise if
people don’t use
these designs
properly.
fabricator has received a design and
quotation, and places an ‘incognito’ order,
the builder never receives certified
documentation. So:
• Documentation linkages are incomplete.
It is common for a regulatory authority or
the property owner to request the
original plans even after the seven (7)
year statutory builder’s warranty has
expired;
• The structure may not be certifiable
without extra engineering input;
• The EWP distributor may have diminished
responsibility;
• The QLD Form 15 or a Certificate of
Conformance under Victorian Regulation
126 cannot be provided.
The great news about this issue is that it’s
so easy to overcome. By simply referencing
the design number every time when placing
orders, fabricators and other resellers of
EWP designed solutions are provided
everything the builder needs.

For more information on this topic, contact Craig Kay and the Tilling engineers via email at techsupport@tilling.com.au

STAY ON THE PULSE
From new products and techniques to industry issues and
campaigns, keep up to date with what’s happening in the
timber world with a subscription to TimberTrader News.
TimberTrader News is the industry’s top resource, including sector
news, profiles on industry personalities and in-depth features.
12 month subscription is only A$99 or A$120 for NZ subscribers.
www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe or phone on (02) 9439 1955

AUSTRALIA’S MOST RELEVANT AND WELL-LOVED TIMBER INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
www.timbertradernews.com
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t’s hard to believe we are entering the last
quarter of the year and there is no doubt:
2020 will go down as one of the worst
years in modern history. Fires, drought,
pandemic, bird flu, and the list goes on…. I
mean, even the AFL Grand Final is being
played in Queensland!
I have been so proud of FTMA members
Australia-wide for the way they have handled
the pandemic and the uncertainty thrust at
them. Fabricators have stepped up to
ensure the safety of their workforce by
implementing either Covid Safe Plans or by
simply putting in place new WHS Guidelines
and have increased communication
throughout the business.
There is no doubt that, whether you live
in Victoria and are in significant lockdown or
live in Queensland where things are
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For a full list of the conditions of

mostly under control, the everyday added
stress is taking its toll on people’s mental
health. We were extremely pleased to see
how many participated in the recent
Mental Health in the Workplace Webinars
coordinated by ForestWorks and covered
in last month’s column.
FTMA Australia is continuing our webinar
series and so far, we have held webinars on:
• 3-Part FTMA Mid-Rise Webinar Series
• Converting Steel to Timber
• Mental Health in the Workplace Training
• Sales Training
• Tips on Grant Writing
• Top 100 Builders Feedback
• How You Can Take a Stand Against
Domestic Violence
There are more planned webinars and in
the meantime, if members have missed
any of the webinars, they can view them or
register for new events at https://
ftmanews.com/webinars/
Given the last pandemic of this scale
was the Spanish Flu, all of us are dealing
with new challenges as we won’t be going
back to the old normal, but a new normal
that will no doubt have a big impact on
businesses moving forward.
Fabricators must learn to adapt to the
new normal and even though we don’t
know what that will look like for the long
term, you can prepare yourself for change.
FTMA Australia is helping all members by
sending them a copy of Who Moved My
Cheese by Spencer Johnson.
Over the past 25 years, I have
purchased at least 30 of these books and
have given them to people who have
gone through a cancer scare, have
www.timbertradernews.com
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PHOTO: DARREN BAKER/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

This book is an
amazing way to learn
tools to deal with
change in your work
and in your life.
suffered a marriage break-up, have gone
bankrupt, sawmillers who have lost log
supply or simply to people who I have seen
struggle with life.
I know for a fact that this book has
changed the life of many I have given it to.
It’s a quick read (less than an hour if you go
straight through) and usually I get feedback
after someone has read the book two or
three times and realised that the time for
change is upon them.
For example, I gave this book to a
sawmiller, who after decades and decades
had lost their log allocation. They asked for
my assistance to fight for their resource,
however, I knew they had no chance of
getting that particular resource so I gave him
the book and told him to read it and, once
he had, to give me a call.
A month passed and I received a call:
“Okay, I get it, there is no more Cheese and I
have to find a Cheese.” He went on to
successfully tender for a log allocation in
another species where he found the right
markets and transitioned his business.
Only recently I was telling a friend I
purchased these books for FTMA Members
and he said, “Thanks, I have my copy you
gave me years ago and you have reminded
me it is worth reading again.”
This book is an amazing way to deal with
change in your work and in your life and I
encourage all FTMA Members to read the

book, share the book within their workplace
and then re-read the book as every time I’ve
read it, which is at least 16 times, I learn
something new.
The book says: “Cheese is a metaphor for
what you want to have in life – whether it is
a good job, a loving relationship, money or a
possession, health or spiritual peace of
mind. Discover the secrets for yourself and
learn how to deal with change, so that you

suffer less stress and enjoy more success in
your work and in life.”
The new normal that is facing your
businesses can be what you want it to be
and this is a great opportunity to press reset
within your business, and ensure at the end
of this terrible pandemic, your business not
only survives, but finds new cheese to take
you into the future.
Kersten Gentle

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au
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AUTOBUILD NEWS

TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

What’s in a name?
Trusses and air conditioners often don’t play nicely, but this design might fix that.
s a lover of all things building industry
and the English language, I often have a
chuckle about some of the terms we use in
building. My all-time favourite word is
podger, which for the uninitiated is a steelerector’s spanner with a pointy end that is
used to align the holes.
There are thousands of other odd building
terms like stylobate, finial and quirk. We in
the truss and frame industry contribute by
calling trusses weird names such as Funk,
Warren, Howe and Creeper.
You could also pretty much build a person
out of the housing body part names: a hip,
knee, footing, weep hole, and a bottom
(plate). And you could dress it up in skirting.
There’s another body part building term
which keeps getting me into trouble; people
look at me like I’ve just dropped my pants
when I use it on site and in meetings.
The term ‘bosom’ describes the space
between the top and bottom flanges of an
I-beam or channel and the web; there’s a
definite similarity in form between the
building bosom and the human one. The
term came to me via my first engineering
boss, who was near retirement when I was
a baby engineer in the late ’80s. It turns out
that either it was an old and almost defunct
term, or he was trolling me. A Google search
comes up blank – well at least for this
definition. Feel free to use the term – it’s
useful to describe space that isn’t otherwise
defined. But, be warned, you might get
some odd looks.
So, I have a truss configuration invention
and I am reserving the right to give it its
quirky building term name.
As you know, the bane of our trusses are
the following trades that cut, notch or
otherwise mess with our roof trusses.

Perhaps the worst offenders are air
conditioning installers who will cut out a web
or two to fit in a junction box or fan unit.
I vividly remember my second boss being
ashen faced when the air conditioning
installers had done their bastardry and the
roof over a bowling club had sagged
100mm. He had to tell the establishment’s
management that the building needed to be
evacuated. Now!
A solution used in roof trusses is to miss
out a diagonal, typically under a horizontal top
chord, to allow the passage of air conditioning
services. This isn’t great because this
configuration truss is vulnerable to
asymmetric loads such as live load on one
roof face or wind loads coming from one
direction. Some software might seem to
design it but will not be looking at
asymmetric loads – which may actually be
the critical case for this truss type. If you do
have this sort of gap in the webbing and the
design is correct then the bottom chord or a
horizontal top chord should generally be
heavier than a truss for which that web was
actually supplied and designed. And, because
a camber won’t stay in the truss, the overall
design may need to be heavier anyway to
limit deflections.
So, my truss shape invention shown in the
diagram above solves that problem by giving
a good clear space for the services to pass

through whilst maintaining continuity of the
webs from one side of the truss to the other.
At this point, the software writers for the
nail plate companies are having a heart
attack at the programming required to
design this. But you could design it
reasonably simply as a cathedral truss and
manually detailing the bottom chord to go
right through. You are not weakening the
truss by adding that extra timber.
The lower bottom chord would need
checking to carry service loads and the ceiling.
You could size that from span tables as a
ceiling joist. The nail plate at the joint may also
need an adjustment. And in construction, the
upper-bottom-chord needs to be restrained by
binders and bracing at whatever the design
restraint was for the bottom chord.
You would need a table press to make this
thing and so, as an alternative, you could
design the cathedral truss and supply the
extra bottom chord as a loose member. And,
of course, you need to charge your customer
for the privilege of designing and building
something that serves their needs in this way.
So, the moment you have been waiting
for – the naming ceremony. I have picked a
slightly comedic name in a nod to an
episode of The Goodies which was my
favourite childhood comedy show and,
vaguely, to its appearance. I hereby name
this truss configuration: the “Fishface”.

Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: pauldavis@timbertradernews.com
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DELIVERING
PRECISION
The Vekta Razer V5 is the ultimate linear saw,
designed to have maximum safety, flexibility
and capability. The Razer can be customised
to suit• Your budget: Fully installed systems starting
at $220,000 AUD, with upgrade options as
your budget and needs change over time.
• Your workflow: Left-to-right or right-to-left
timber flow, as well as in from the front or back
and out to the front or back.
• Your Space: Fully customisable to fit into even
the smallest plants. Everything is built to order,
so Vekta can customise virtually any aspect of
your machine.
• Your Processes: Highly configurable
software that easily lets you choose where
and how optimising is done, what you want
printed on each different member type,
cut orders, options to go paperless and so
much more.
Don’t just look at the outputs. You
need to consider the entire package.
The support, being a local supplier and not
international, the servicing requirements and
costs, optimisation, absolutely everything.
Vekta and the Razer ticks all the boxes.
Andrew Sternberg, Dahlsens

info@vekta.com.au I vekta.com.au
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